New experimental setup for studying strictly noninvasively skeletal muscle function in rat using 1H-magnetic resonance (MR) imaging and 31P-MR spectroscopy.
Traditional setups for in situ MR investigation of skeletal muscle function in animals use invasive systems for muscle stimulation and force measurement. These systems require surgical preparation and therefore exclude repetitive investigations on the same animal. This article describes a new experimental setup allowing strictly noninvasive MR investigations of muscle function in contracting rat gastrocnemius muscle using 1H-MR imaging and 31P-MR spectroscopy. The novelty of this setup is the integration of two noninvasive systems allowing muscle contraction by transcutaneous stimulation and force measurement with a dedicated ergometer. Muscle function was investigated in 20 rats (275-300 g) through a fatiguing stimulation protocol, either with this noninvasive setup (n = 10) or with a traditional MR setup (n = 10). T2-weighted images demonstrated that transcutaneous stimulation activated mainly the gastrocnemius muscle. Moreover, the changes in force development and in energy metabolism obtained with the noninvasive setup were qualitatively and quantitatively similar to those obtained with the traditional setup. This noninvasive setup is thus suitable for investigating skeletal muscle function in situ. It offers the possibility to repeat investigations in the same animal, avoiding individual variability and enabling longitudinal follow-up studies. This opens up new perspectives in various research areas including pharmaceutical research.